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Cover Letter
Sy Gezachew, VCCA
Procurement Officer
2100 Clarendon Boulevard, Suite 500
Arlington, VA 22201
RE: Request For Proposals No. 22-CPHD-RFP-500

January 20, 2022

Mr. Gezachew,
Televate, LLC, is pleased to submit our proposal to Arlington County, Virginia for a Broadband Study. To
provide Arlington with a best-in-class team, Televate has partnered with the Strategic Networks Group
(SNG), a nationally recognized broadband analysis and economic development consultancy. Our TelevateSNG partnership delivers a uniquely and highly qualified team across all aspects of Arlington’s project scope.
Televate’s historical leadership in wired and wireless broadband technologies, coupled with SNG’s expertise
in broadband-related economic development modeling and analysis, and in all aspects of defining and
addressing digital equity challenges, will provide Arlington with the right partner to execute on your mission
of expanding affordable broadband services to its citizens.
We appreciate that Arlington, in advancing the economic betterment of its community, is seeking to
comprehensively evaluate opportunities to enhance broadband utilization and benefit for its businesses and
residents. We applaud Arlington’s focus on an important impediment to deriving economic value from
broadband services – affordability. Through the evaluation and documentation of existing broadband
services, market studies of the current service providers landscape, and analysis of emerging broadband
communications solutions, the Televate-SNG team will define an actionable strategy to improve broadband
accessibility in Arlington. The plan will also identify strategies to enhance the utilization and benefit of
broadband for Arlington’s population.
Our proposal is fully compliant with the requirements of the RFP. As our proposal will demonstrate, the
Televate-SNG team has the requisite community broadband project experience, including broadband
partnership models and digital inclusion and equity programs. Our team has supported community,
regional, and twelve (12) State and U.S. Territory broadband offices and legislatures with highly accurate,
granular data on broadband availability and use. We have additionally supported 14 states with public safety
broadband communications consultation, and have designed, implemented, and operated municipal next
generation broadband networks.
Our approach is to leverage SNG’s extensive broadband economy survey capabilities and their Digital
Economy Database of more than 85,000 residential and business survey records on broadband use and
availability, derived from similar broadband market assessment projects, which provide unique
benchmarking and analysis capabilities. The underlying data is essential in developing real adoption
benchmarks, in better projecting economic impacts from broadband availability and, ultimately, in driving
utilization with local businesses and households. The Televate-SNG team has developed unique tools,
methodologies, and data, which will be complemented with our direct market research experience and
understanding of the market dynamics and grant objectives. The Televate-SNG team is staffed by
economists who understand how to assess the real utilization of broadband, how to extract its full value,
and have extensive datapoints and experience in the understanding of the public’s ability to afford
broadband service.
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SNG’s analytical tools will provide ground-verified information that can be used to accurately define the
non-adopting populations and the optimal digital inclusion strategy needed to address their situation. This
information will be overlaid with an inventory of existing digital inclusion resources in Arlington County to
identify gaps and prioritize solution options.
Our team will leverage interviews with incumbent service providers to better understanding their strategies,
plans, service footprint, and their thoughts on federal, state, and local programs on broadband utilization.
We will interview key stakeholders, including local real estate professionals, to understand the broadband
marketplace in Arlington County. We will also engage in in-depth dialogs to collect information from all
elements of the broadband marketplace in Arlington County.
Armed with this information, our team will leverage our decades of broadband network construction,
including experience in the National Capital Region (NCR), to develop strategic plans that expand broadband
service availability in the County. Our approach will be to maximize competition with sustainable
infrastructure and to create solutions that minimize the need for County staffing and oversight. Our vision
is a marketplace with robust competition for a valuable customer base where there is ample incentive for
multiple providers to sustain high-quality broadband services that continually meet the demands of a
diverse population.
Importantly, our team lives in the Northern Virginia area, and we understand the makeup of Arlington
County. Because we know that there is a sizeable Latino community and 17% of the population are
Linguistically Isolated, we can see that avoiding a potential impediment to capturing reliable information
from the Hispanic community requires program materials in Spanish. As a result, we have proposed to offer
a Spanish version of our survey to residents. We understand that to achieve ubiquitous broadband for its
citizens and businesses, Arlington needs to have accurate broadband assessment data to develop viable
solutions that solve real problems.
Too many people and businesses in Arlington County lack access to the infrastructure, skills, or tools needed
to take full advantage of broadband and maximize the benefits that it offers for communities. Through this
project we will secure and apply the granular technical and situational assessment needed to develop
actionable plans reflecting proven models for addressing persistent gaps in broadband infrastructure and
adoption. Our goal is to position Arlington County to achieve the ubiquitous broadband needed to ensure
its citizens and businesses an enriched and sustainable quality of life.
We look forward to working with Arlington and its stakeholders on this critical community broadband study.
We are excited to partner with you to identify and address the broadband gaps and to improve local quality
of life as we have done with other communities and regions across the country.
A. Richard (Rick) Burke, Televate Managing Partner, will be the contact person for this solicitation. The
undersigned certify that we have legal authority to provide this proposal and contract on behalf of the firms.
Sincerely,

A. Richard Burke, Managing Partner

Michael Curri, President

Televate, LLC
rburke@televate.com
703-639-4201
www.televate.com

Strategic Networks Group
mcurri@sngroup.com
202-558-2128
www.sngroup.com
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Project Approach
3.1 Project Background
Arlington County recognizes it has an obligation to support its residents to take full advantage of broadband
services. Broadband is an important differentiating infrastructure today and is critical to the economic
competitiveness and quality of life for residents and businesses. Without broadband, communities could
face population and business losses, higher costs in providing civic services, inabilities to provide remote
learning and training, stalled business attraction, and limited economic growth.
The County needs to have a clear picture of broadband availability, adoption, and utilization to include all
residents and businesses in a digital economy, drive socio-economic development and business growth in
unserved and underserved areas. Armed with critical insights on broadband supply and demand, the County
will have a holistic understanding of costs versus benefits to people across the county. This is critical input
to the development of strategies and public investments in broadband infrastructure as well as broadband
adoption and utilization to drive local economic development through broadband.
The Televate-SNG Team will assess broadband service availability in Arlington County and develop
actionable strategic recommendations for stimulating broadband expansion in underserved and unserved
communities. Our plan will also quantify the economic benefit of these recommendations to the County. In
collaboration with all engaged stakeholders and members of the community, we are highly confident that
our project approach and methodology will build on the various broadband enhancements and initiatives
already undertaken by the County and provide an actionable roadmap for the County to initiate additional
efforts to bridge the digital divide and improve access to broadband services and deliver measurable
economic benefits to Arlington County.

3.2 Element 1. Resource Evaluation and Needs Assessment
A comprehensive baseline of the existing broadband service
environment within the County is a fundamental component
of the project. Our team will employ proven techniques to
provide a quantitative and qualitative summary of the current
service availability and market demand. We will collect data
through residential and business focused broadband surveys,
directly from incumbent providers, and from local
organizations and various commercial sources. Through these
engagements we will identify the nature and extent of digital
broadband needs and gaps (such as, access, adoption, affordability, internet quality, digital literacy, and
device needs) and categorize the data by household and demographic information (e.g., race/ethnicity,
income, age, education).
Our goal is to add multiple additional layers of data to achieve comprehensive and high-quality information
to inform decision making. This assessment and evaluation will include:







Residential and Business Community Online Survey
Key County Stakeholder Interviews
Incumbent Provider Interviews and Data Collection
Existing public data sources (e.g., FCC Form 477)
Independent Research and Evaluation of Previous Efforts, and
Broadband Inventory and Mapping.
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This process will identify unserved and underserved gap areas, and areas where the investment impact can
be maximized, resulting in a compelling economic development case.

3.2.1 Residential and Business Community Online Survey
Engaging the local community and local business stakeholders is fundamental to our survey process. The
Televate-SNG Team proposes collecting data directly from individual households, businesses, and
organizations on various topics related to broadband service requirements, availability, performance, gaps,
and market demand, use of online practices (i.e., broadband utilization), and end-user needs. To collect a
critical mass of data on broadband availability and use, our team will leverage existing tools and
methodologies available to the County and other key stakeholder groups to distribute the surveys. Local
stakeholders may be asked to provide mailing lists and support advertising of our online assessment to
maximize survey participation. The survey will also be available in Spanish to increase the participation rate
from potentially underserved Spanish- speaking populations.
Broadband utilization data will be collected throughout the County via SNG’s eBusiness and eHousehold
Checkup survey tool, which supports the development of the Broadband Impact and Market Assessment
analyzing the survey results, and the eStrategy economic analysis presented below. The surveys are
structured to not only document broadband utilization and gaps, but to develop a more in-depth
understanding of potential barriers to adoption and impact to the economic development from service gaps.
Through the Broadband Impact and Market Assessment surveys, our team will collect various data directly
from users (individual households and businesses) to improve the accuracy of broadband coverage
including:





Actual upload and download speeds (speed test)
Geo-location
User reported data on services and subscriptions
Data on broadband utilization (current and potential)
– critical to assess demand and online practices

The Broadband Impact and Market Assessment has an
integrated and automated speed test, and the ability to
report on insufficient levels of service, performance, reliability,
or affordability issues. SNG has developed key metrics and
indicators that enables us to uniquely create broadband demand profiles that uncover new business use
case investment opportunities for providers. The online survey data we employ – the most thorough in the
industry with over 140 broadband metrics and indicators – identifies supply, demand, impacts, and barriers
with data geocoded for location analysis. The data will provide invaluable insights on user demand from
households and businesses for developing strategies
and public investment plans, as shown in the
accompanying figure.
The eBusiness and eHousehold Checkup surveys will be
deployed to collect data directly from households and
businesses on how they are connected, using, and
benefitting from the internet. The survey data collected
will be mapped by census block to identify unserved and underserved geographical areas, per the definitions
agreed upon by the County.
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The Broadband Impact and Market Assessment survey will identify:








Respondent profile (location, size of organization, industry sector, race, income, etc.)
Connectivity (type, speed, cost, reliability, and satisfaction)
Augmented baseline data sets through a digital assessment with an integrated speed test and the
ability to report insufficient levels of service, performance, reliability, or affordability issues.
Utilization rate of various grant programs and the barriers to assessing these programs
No available broadband service, unreliable, spotty, or other poor service conditions
Customer service (i.e., poor response to address outages or other technical issues), and
For non-adopters, the reasons for non-adoption, as well as factors that may stimulate adoption.

Prior to launching the survey, Televate-SNG will prepare and collaborate with Arlington regarding the Data
Collection Methodology specified in the RFP. It will detail the approach for engaging the public to achieve
a statistically valid sample. The methodology will integrate Information provided in the Arlington County
Racial Equity Assessment, with American Consumer Survey data layers for households with broadband
subscriptions and computers. This information, combined with Arlington County’s digital resource map and
Televate’s broadband availability and resource mapping layers will be used to develop a very refined
strategy for ensuring participation in SNG’s e-Household and e-Business Checkup survey by individuals and
businesses that are identified as targets for digital inclusion. These intensive and focused efforts to achieve
equitable racial representation in the survey results will ensure the robustness of the survey results while
also affording a mechanism for promoting awareness of the County’s efforts and offerings around digital
inclusion. These efforts will also inform our team regarding the key barriers and engagement with
stakeholder groups will enable us to develop strategies and plans towards achieving racial equity.

3.2.2 Stakeholder Interviews
The Televate-SNG team will conduct surveys of key County stakeholder groups covering a range of topics
including broadband usage, adoption barriers, as well as the availability and effectiveness of digital inclusion
resources (e.g., available devices, digital
literacy programs), and their respective
access to local, state, and federal
broadband programs. We will additionally
explore opportunities for broadband
network and service partnerships where
appropriate. The interviews will be
conducted in-person, or via tele- or video
conference.
We
have
successfully
conducted thousands of broadband network, application, and use case interviews over all these media and
will tailor this outreach in the best interest of the project. The focus of the discussions will be to identify the
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specific needs of these groups and the communities they represent, identify any gaps in broadband services,
to help build the inventory of digital inclusion resources, and to solicit input regarding where and how to
augment the broadband ecosystem to improve utilization in their communities.

3.2.3 Digital Equity Evaluation
The Televate-SNG Team will conduct an evaluation of digital equity research referenced in the background
section of the RFP. The Digital Equity Access Project (DEAP) of 2020 cited in the RFP addresses the multifaceted aspects of the affordability challenge that underpins the causes for a lack of digital equity including
the quality and reliability of broadband services (with broadband speed as a key factor) and affordability as
well as recommendations for more competition, additional low-income programs, free wi-fi, free/low-cost
devices, and improved capabilities in access and outreach. We will review this and other digital equity
research into the needs assessment, identify how our survey findings may differ from these datapoints, and
leverage all findings towards actionable steps to help bridge the digital divide.

3.2.4 Digital Inclusion Inventory and Evaluation
The level of broadband investment, the policies and rules that govern that funding, and the number and
nature of public, private, and non-profit entities engaged in providing funding and assistance is
unprecedented. Arlington County has made significant strides in documenting its digital inclusion challenges
and in creating platforms and collateral materials to promote awareness of the growing number of
resources to address these challenges. The range of resources described on the County’s digital inclusion
website appear to encompass the most frequently utilized tools and assets for addressing digital inclusion
problems, but questions remain: How well is this information reaching its intended audience? Is the
distribution of resources and assistance optimized for access by those who need it most? What is the actual
scale of the different populations targeted by the County’s digital inclusion efforts? Is there a system in place
to evaluate the effectiveness of these programs? How do Arlington County’s digital inclusion efforts
benchmark against best practice benchmarks? To answer these questions and provide a framework for
making Arlington County more digitally inclusive, Televate-SNG will undertake the following strategy:






Inventory and profile through the use of surveys and interviews, the current set of digital inclusion
resources and document categorical and geographic scope to better understand gaps in services
and assistance availability
Evaluate existing research and the portfolio of digital inclusion resources against a situation
transformed by Covid-19 and the accelerated adoption of virtual platforms for work, school,
healthcare, and services
Evaluate recommendations identified in preceding plans and identify discontinuities between
those recommendations and priorities identified through SNG’s eHousehold and eBusiness survey

SNG’s Deb Watts is a member of the National Digital Inclusion Alliance that seeks to address the whole
digital inclusion process – home connectivity, devices, and digital skills. Through this role Deb has a
comprehensive view of the efficacy of programs and best practices for digital inclusion and will leverage
this expertise and community to enhance the Televate-SNG strategy.

3.2.5 Evaluation of Federal, State, and Local Programs
Our team will leverage three feedback mechanisms to evaluate local, state, and federal policies and
programs related to digital equity and broadband development. We will leverage the eHousehold and
eBusiness surveys to understand respondents use of any programs and the extent to which those programs
helped or hindered. We will also ask stakeholder interviewees their perspectives on the programs and their
effectiveness. And finally, we will query the incumbent providers on their thoughts on federal, state, and
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local programs. As an example, the Emergency Broadband Plan (EBB) was in force throughout 2021 to
provide $50 broadband subsidies to qualifying households and/or the opportunity to purchase a low- cost
computer from participating providers. EBB is being replaced by the Affordable Connectivity Plan (ACP) that
is reducing the monthly subsidy to $30 but lowering the eligibility threshold to make the subsidy available
to more households. The EBB program in general has been under-subscribed with less than half of allocated
funds expended, and wide variation in uptake in communities across the U.S. The Televate-SNG study will
provide a review of the EBB and other programs in Arlington County; benchmark against comparable
communities with successful EBB promotion and uptake; and provide recommendations for optimizing
support and uptake of ACP by qualifying households in the County. SNG’s eHousehold and eBusiness survey
will query participant’s awareness and participation in the subsidy programs or their reasons for not
participating.

3.2.6 Incumbent Provider Interviews and Assessment
Televate will reach out to the incumbent broadband providers to interview them regarding their broadband
networks, service areas, service offerings (e.g., speed, service types), service reliability and resiliency, and
pricing strategies, as well as to gather information on their network expansion plans and roadmaps. The
data requested of the incumbent providers will include geospatial information on their network coverage,
types of communities/building characteristics they serve (e.g., single-family homes, multifamily, affordable
housing, etc.), service pricing, infrastructure quality, and expansion/upgrade plans. We will also ask them to
identify areas that fall short of ARPA-defined levels of broadband service. In addition, providers will be
queried on how the County can assist them in serving more households and businesses, recommendations
related to digital inclusion and digital equity, along with their interest in partnerships with the County to
expand service to unserved and underserved populations. We will also query incumbent providers on their
participation in any policies or programs designed to increase broadband development and address digital
equity and the outcomes of these policies/programs.
While not guaranteed that the incumbent providers will participate and provide information, we propose
providing them with participation incentives, including sharing insight into the County’s broadband
requirements, notable reported gaps in service, and with permission from the County, a briefing regarding
the findings from the project’s data collection initiative. We will seek GIS and other information regarding
where providers have physical services and where they have sufficient backhaul and other resources.
Ongoing FCC rulemaking activity already begins the process of achieving this objective, and we will request
that the providers use the same reporting format required by the FCC to ease their burden. Regional wireless
providers will be asked to provide us with real-world service/coverage maps showing where they provide
different levels of service. While we may not receive this information from all regional broadband carriers,
we will supplement with the data collected via survey and wireless field measurement.

3.2.7 Landlords with Exclusive Contracts
The Televate-SNG Team will take a two-pronged approach to assess the scale and nature of facilities with
exclusive contracts with internet service providers. As clarified in the addendum our team will identify how
many landlords or properties have entered into exclusive contracts with a single internet service provider
and the nature of those exclusive contracts, where possible. Our approach is to collect information as widely
as possible, and hopefully beyond the affordable housing portfolio identified in the addendum.
Our two-pronged approach begins with interviews with the Northern Virginia Chapter of Commercial Real
Estate Development, Northern Virginia Apartment Association, Apartment and Office Building Association
of Metropolitan Washington, and the Condo Owners and Renters Coalition to better understand the
exclusive contract landscape in Arlington. To the extent that these entities are aware of specific landlords
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and facilities with an exclusive contract, we will capture that information, as well as what they know of the
contract (term, business name, cost factors associated with a competitive environment, and others).
We suspect that these entities may not be able to provide a list of facilities or landlords, which would not
provide the County with the quantity of such agreements. As a result, our team will ask relevant questions
in our survey to capture the information from the public. Survey respondents will be unlikely to know the
nature of the agreements, and many may not be aware of such agreements, but for those who do, we will
capture the information to grow the list garnered through the associations mentioned above. This approach
will not capture an exhaustive list, but between these two sources, the Televate-SNG team expects a fairly
comprehensive list of facilities that have exclusive contracts.

3.2.8 Broadband Inventory
The Televate-SNG team will collect fiber network data from multiple sources to increase the accuracy of the
information. We will conduct an exhaustive search of available public and private fiber network data sources
and additionally request this information directly from the operators. Due to the competitive nature of this
information to commercial enterprises, we cannot guarantee what the operators will provide information
regarding their existing and planned networks. The County may need to enter into non-disclosure
agreements with carriers to obtain some of this information. Our team will leverage existing sources, such
as BroadbandUSA, FCC Form 477, FCC, NTIA, U.S. Census Bureau, and others, including private data sources
such as third-party fiber penetration data resellers to provide a comprehensive baseline. We will
additionally include fiber data from other commercial vendors to provide comprehensive fiber route data
(maps and operators) available in the County, as available. However, incumbent providers may not be willing
to share their fiber maps, or private broadband data providers may lack data for certain companies or last
mile fiber. Using the household surveys and incumbent interviews, our team will augment existing Census
Block level FCC data to determine more granular, and up-to-date broadband service availability at the
household level where possible. This will serve as a proxy for fiber and other broadband infrastructure
available within the Census Block and will help to establish the scope of gaps in individual neighborhoods.

3.2.9 Assessment of Findings
Data gathered from all sources described above will be consolidated and analyzed to provide a more
complete and realistic representation of current broadband service and the service requirements of the
County population. Based on these findings, the Televate-SNG team will identify targeted broadband
speeds to meet the existing and future needs of the County and categorize them based on household and
business size. Additionally, we will develop a definition for affordable broadband internet service for the
evaluation of unserved/underserved population and incorporate that into the subsequent tasks.
Summaries of the findings will provide the essential information needed by decision-makers who want to
understand significant gaps, barriers, and drivers in the adoption. Our analysis will focus on:





What is the level of satisfaction with current internet services, choice, and perceived value?
Would households and businesses relocate without better broadband?
Do residents understand and have the skills to realize the quality-of-life benefits from broadband?
Do businesses understand and have the skills to reach new markets and become more
competitive using broadband?

The Televate-SNG team will develop a written report to document the findings of the research and
assessment. An initial draft report will be developed which will be provided to the County for review and
comment. Following resolution of the comments, a final report will be provided.
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3.3 Element 2. Model Evaluation
3.3.1 Policy and Broadband Model Development
The Televate-SNG team will review the findings from Element 1 and will develop multiple policy and
broadband model options to address the gaps and shortcomings uncovered. Prior to beginning the Element
2 model evaluation, we will create a Model Evaluation Framework that satisfies the requirements of 4.4,
and will include new models proposed by our team, if appropriate. At a minimum, as required by the RFP,
the Televate-SNG team will include the following models:





County-built infrastructure with network and service management provided by a Wireless Service
Authority, as allowed per Virginia State law
Offloading full-scale network and service management outside of County and Arlington Public
Schools facilities to a third party
Partnerships that lower cost and encourage private sector investment, including open access
network, land use controls, and financial incentives, and
Financial subsidies to underserved populations to offset user costs with a private internet service
provider.

The Televate-SNG team will work to identify how the County and its resources (federal, state, and local
funding and other programs) could be leveraged to augment the existing services. Our goal will be to outline
solutions that foster competition and promote equity. Robust competition among providers will ensure
they continue to upgrade their infrastructure, provide high level customer service, and provide reliable
broadband connectivity. Televate will also assess the potential implementation and operational
relationships with any public, private, and membership-owned entities in the service area with both public
and private funds.
Our team will conduct working sessions with the incumbent providers to identify what the County could do
to assist in addressing broadband gaps and seek ideas from them outside of funding such as assistance in
permitting, rights of way access, or construction of broadband infrastructure. Importantly, we will identify
their receptiveness to support partnership options, and any conditions for that help (with acknowledgement
that the County will likely have their own set of conditions, including, but not limited to funding
requirements). The base technologies of the primary incumbent provider(s) in each area may also impact
what solutions are developed to leverage their investments in capital and operating funds.
We will also identify solutions that achieve multi-vendor, competitive broadband service environments,
wherever possible, and that leverage existing infrastructure. We will investigate various alternatives
including installing conduit, dark fiber, or full network deployment technology models. Our analysis of
broadband gaps will factor in federal standards for new broadband infrastructure. For example, the County
could install conduit and dark fiber along key routes that the operators could “light” with their own
electronics. Alternatively, the County could install conduit making it easier for both retail and middle-mile
service providers to install their own fiber. Models where the County is not actively operating its own
network have multiple advantages, including limited need for staffing personnel to maintain service quality,
repair fiber cuts, and generally be accountable for broadband service in a very competitive labor market.
Using “infrastructure only” models, the carriers would be predominantly in control of their service uptime,
network performance, and customer satisfaction.
In the case of middle mile options, we will pursue those in situations where carriers are eager to deploy the
last mile solutions to bring the required broadband service levels into neighborhoods. Last mile options will
be explored where there is no clear model or interest for the existing or new carriers to solve the broadband
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gaps. In such cases, our preference is to plan for Fiber To The Premises (FTTP) where the economics warrant,
and for wireless solutions where they do not. New infrastructure would only be proposed where there was
a lack of existing infrastructure.
Our team has experience with fiber to the premises solutions including neutral host or open access solutions
that offer dark fiber from data centers to homes or buildings. With this approach, individual broadband
providers can “light” individual strands to individual facilities on a case-by-case basis (i.e., whichever
provider wins the business of that residence or business). This approach is more cost effective overall as
dark fiber construction can be performed once instead of by each service provider. It fosters competition
between more competitors (the barrier to entry for any service provider is low) and provides enormous
capacity to each property. Our team will evaluate various “last mile” technology approaches and business
models identified in the RFP, including Wireless Service Authorities, third-party operators, partnerships, and
open access infrastructure. Our approach will be to minimize the risk to the County, and maximize the
likelihood of long-term and low-cost, sustainable broadband services to Arlington residents and businesses.
Televate’s analysis of the gaps will also identify how wireless can be leveraged to provide sufficient service.
While wireless solutions are more effective for low-density areas, where appropriate, Televate will use radio
propagation simulation software to predict where optimal tower locations could be sited to serve those
areas. The analysis will include a preliminary design that will leverage our decades of experience building
towers for nationwide, statewide, and countywide wireless networks. Our technology of choice will be the
Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) variants of wireless communication such as 4G LTE and 5G.
Because of global economies of scale, and billions of dollars in R&D investments, the LTE family of
technologies can service available unlicensed and licensed bands immediately and have a robust variety of
base stations and customer equipment available. Recent access to C-Band spectrum enable far higher data
speeds that may meet the requirements of some households. With respect to mobile wireless service,
Televate offers an optional service to collect existing cellular coverage as detailed in Appendix A. The study
using our Pinpoint™ service provides a more realistic view of real-world customer experience. Televate has
conducted mobile coverage surveys in Arlington in the past and can compare how the carrier networks have
improved since 2018.
Televate views financial subsidies as complementary to infrastructure models. For example, an area may
lack sufficient broadband infrastructure that does not meet the minimum requirements, or infrastructure
that is unreliable. As a result, subsidy models are not mutually exclusive from other infrastructure
construction and operation models. Affordability remains a major obstacle to broadband adoption and use.
Federal subsidies in the form of the FCC’s Life-Lifeline program and low-cost service options offered by some
providers, such as the Comcast’ Internet Essentials program, followed by the Emergency Broadband
Program and the more available Affordable Connectivity subsidy help but have not solved the affordability
problem. A number of local government and private initiatives developed to address cost gaps and
population not covered by federal subsidies are being modeled in other communities. An environmental
scan of novel enhanced subsidy approaches being implemented by local public and/or private entities will
provide models for consideration.
Televate will review a variety of public and private funding source
models to help bridge the adoption gap where broadband service is available.

3.3.2 Structured Policy and Broadband Evaluation
Each of the Policy and Broadband Models developed in Section 3.3.1 above will be evaluated against an
agreed upon Model Evaluation Framework. The framework will document the internet delivery models that
will be evaluated and outline the evaluation components and methodology. At a minimum, the evaluation
framework will include the following elements:
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The model’s ability to meet the County’s needs based on the assessment completed in Element 1
The appropriate scale to implement the model (e.g., Countywide, across affordable housing
portfolio, underserved populations) and if it could/should be scaled more broadly in the future
The possibility of leveraging Arlington County’s middle-mile network, ConnectArlington
Appropriate technologies given Arlington’s infrastructure and building stock and the technology’s
ability to meet broadband speed goals
Risk and benefit considerations
Order of magnitude costs, including capital, maintenance, and operating. This may involve
completing high-level engineering or financial analysis
Implementation considerations, including staffing resources, ownership structure, phasing
strategies, partnerships, and financing options. Considerations should include the model’s longterm sustainability, and
Any policy changes needed (within the County’s control) to realize the model.

The Televate-SNG team will develop a written report to describe candidate models and how each of them
is anticipated to perform against the evaluation framework. An initial draft report will be provided to the
County for review and comment. Following resolution of the comments, a final report will be provided.

3.4 Element 3. Strategic Recommendations
Following development and evaluation of candidate policy and broadband models and incorporation of
feedback received from the County, the Televate-SNG team will provide a proposed list of strategic
recommendations and actions to ensure reliable, affordable broadband for the County’s needs and to
further its digital equity goals. Televate will leverage its team’s mastery of all broadband technologies and
architectures to choose the right solution to further those goals. Our focus will be neutral solutions that can
be leveraged by multiple providers, using different technologies and architectures, wherever possible.
Televate will create a high-level plan to address the identified gaps in service and digital equity
shortcomings. It will include a high-level pre-engineering design, estimate the associated costs, and
timeframe for implementation and adoption for the operators to provide service. The plan will further
identify the technological improvements needed to achieve the public’s broadband needs based on our
surveys that establish the broadband demand requirements. High-level designs will address service gaps,
be they a complete lack of service, or customer expectation gaps in speeds, reliability, or affordability.
The final deliverable will include options and recommendations using maps for proposed backhaul routes,
the type of infrastructure proposed and how new services could be tied into existing networks. The plan will
also identify key metrics regarding the proposed infrastructure such as the number of businesses and
publicly owned facilities passed within one-half of a mile and 300’ to provide perspective on the net benefit
for middle and last mile projects, the potential revenue opportunities for service providers, and the resulting
net economic benefit of the new infrastructure.
We will use customized financial models that incorporate all aspects of the construction cost including
network design, architectural design, environmental assessments, construction, installation, configuration,
and operations. Our plan will separate the County or government-funded projects from other costs that
would be borne by the operators (including Infrastructure Act funding plans by the operators). Based on the
proposed broadband options identified to address unserved and underserved populations, Televate will
conduct the following financial modeling and projections:



Operational cash flow for expenditures
One time and recurring capital expenses
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Business and technical expertise needed
Organizational support, and
Community support.

Televate’s financial modeling tools have been used to assist in more than $1 billion in telecommunications
capital projects including several hundred million in broadband projects and hundreds of millions in annual
operating expenses nationwide. Our proforma financial projections will include operational cash flow, one
time and recurring capital expenses, the required business and technical staffing and other organizational
support to maintain the infrastructure, and any support to be provided by the community. As mentioned
previously, community organizations may be willing to serve as anchor tenants or to contribute resources
to individual projects. These elements will be factored into our proforma financial analysis and financial
projections. Our financial projections will include the minimum subscription or adoption rate for
sustainability and incorporate the findings from the survey regarding the expected subscription rates.
Our proposal includes an analysis of at least three detailed case studies of models similar to the proposed
model(s). As required, the studies will be similar in size and complexity to Arlington. We will identify how
the models are most relevant to Arlington’s digital equity goals and address key considerations that may
help shape Arlington’s plans. Televate will factor these findings, good and bad, into our analysis, risk
assessment, and recommendations.
Our core models will comprehensively consider the cost of broadband business and support the
identification of optional County implementation models required under Element 2. Existing providers
already have marketing, sales, accounting, network, distribution, and customer service operations. New
providers will need to replicate this infrastructure and retain high-quality staff to ensure a sustainable and
high-quality service. Our analysis will assess the key factors and the risks associated with the models
including staffing, customer acquisition, system design and delivery, service maintenance, customer service,
technology refresh, debt payment, and all other capital and operational budgetary assessment.
The Televate-SNG team will also develop other strategic recommendations and actions required in Section
3.3 of the RFP. We will explore policy, regulations, governance, agreements, and other aspects required for
a holistic program that addresses the risks associated with achieving a thriving broadband community,
where County residents and businesses have comprehensive access, adoption, and utilization of broadband.
All recommendations and associated actions will be based on short-term (less than 3 years), mid-term (3-5
years), and longer-term (more than 5 years) goals and will clearly describe any proposed policy changes,
partnerships, staffing resources, and funding needed. Our recommendations will include the most
appropriate delivery model for Arlington County that addresses broadband needs, articulating how the
proposed model will position the County to ensure the community has reliable, affordable internet, now
and for years to come, and to further Arlington’s Digital Equity goals.

3.5 Element 4. Project Deliverables
The Televate-SNG team will develop a written report for all three elements above. An initial draft report will
be developed which will be provided to the County for review and comment. Following resolution of the
comments, a final report and presentation will be provided. Additionally, as required, we will also provide
a Data Collection Methodology and Model Evaluation Framework prior to commencing Element 1 and
Element 2 activities respectively. We are prepared to provide an in-person or virtual presentation, as
required. And finally, we will provide all geographic information data sets in ESRI format required by the
County (SHP or GDB). Our team will conduct bi-weekly status meetings and provide bi-weekly status
reports.
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Project Schedule
Our team’s project management philosophy is anchored on the principles of Project Management Institute
(PMI) and has led to a documented history of successful technology solution implementations. Our team
will employ standard project management practices including project planning, risk mitigation, quality
control, project change management, and project schedule.
Our team will begin the project with a kickoff meeting between the Televate-SNG team and the County
project team. The goal of the kickoff will be to present and refine our plan and schedule to achieve the
objectives, seek support and resources from the County stakeholders, and build a relationship that better
enables our team to understand the requirements, goals, objectives, and expected outcomes of the
program. Interaction with the County throughout the project will also be essential. We anticipate the
County has already defined certain critical needs and gaps, has additional key broadband insights, and will
assist us with various aspects of the program including introductions to stakeholders that will engage in the
program.
To complete the scope of Arlington’s broadband study, the Televate-SNG team estimates a project duration
of 10.5 months beginning with a February 28, 2022, start date and concluding with a final report and
presentation. The residential and business survey, which will be conducted throughout the County and
targeting households and commercial businesses in all communities, requires approximately six months
prepare, conduct and to summarize the results into actionable findings.
The following proposed project schedule details the primary scope items, Elements 1, 2, and 3, and identifies
the tasks required to accomplish each. The key deliverables described in Element 4 of the County’s RFP are
woven within the previous elements as appropriate. Throughout the project, the Project Manager will
facilitate recurring bi-weekly status meetings guided by well-structured agenda, high level objectives and
detailed action item and risk management logs.
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Arlington Broadband Study Draft Project Schedule
Project Management
Project Kickoff Meeting
Prepare Project Plan
Bi-Weekly Status Meetings
Element 1. Resource Evaluation and Needs
Assessment
Residential and Business Community Online
Survey
Prepare Data Collection Methodology and receive
approval
Assemble residential and household contacts to
support survey and prepare survey
Receive and compile household and business
Checkup Survey responses
Stakeholder Interviews and Broadband Research
Identify stakeholder focus groups and contacts to
support interviews
Schedule and conduct stakeholder interviews
Interviews with select broadband service and
infrastructure providers
Fiber data collection (FCC Form 477, carriers, data
providers)
Document findings to prepare for model
development and evaluation
Develop Element 1 report
County review and approval and presentation of
Element 1 report
Element 2. Model Evaluation
Prepare Model Evaluation Framework and receive
approval
Develop candidate models and conceptual designs
and discuss with County
Develop order of magnitude pricing for various
models

Month 1
1

2

3

Month 2
4

1

2

3

Month 3
4

1

2

3

Month 4
4

1

2

3

Month 5
4

1

2

3

Month 6
4

1

2

3

Month 7
4

1

2

3

Month 8
4

1

2

3

Month 9
4

1

2

3

Month 10
4

1

2

3

Month 11
4

1

Develop investment scanarios and financial models
Identify risks and benefits and economic impact
Identify implementation considerations and
potential policy changes
Perform detailed model evaluation
Develop Element 2 report
County review and approval and presentation of
Element 2 report
Element 3. Strategic Recommendations
Develop most approproiate model for Arlington
and discuss with County
Develop case studies of similar models
Develop other recommendations and proposed
actions
Develop timeline of proposed
recommendations/actions
Develop Element 3 report
County review and approval and presentation of
Element 3 report
Final Presentation
Final Oral Presentation

Figure 1: Projected Arlington Broadband Study Project Schedule
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Project Cost
The Televate-SNG team will leverage our prior work and experience in broadband planning, research,
stakeholder outreach and survey, digital inclusion and equity, design, and project management, together
with our world-class tools and methods, to gather data and insights specific to unserved/underserved
broadband systems within Arlington County. The following project cost table reflects the Arlington County
broadband study project as described in our proposal and includes all professional labor, travel, and other
project-related expenses.
Table 1: Televate-SNG team Proposed Arlington County Broadband Study Cost Table

Project Task
Data
Collection
Methodology
(4.3)
Survey
Release
Element 1
(Remainder)
Model
Evaluation
Framework
(4.4)
Element 2
(Remainder)
Element 3

Rick
Burke
hours
($212)

Joe Ros
hours
($212)

Michael
Curri
hours
($212)

Ron
Seager
hours
($175)

Steve
Sidore
hours
($175)

Deb
Watts
hours
($175)

Gary
Dunmore
hours
($175)

Omna
Solomon
hours
($159)

Andrew
Bates
hours
($159)

Elizabeth
Herring
Expenses Cost
hours
($100)

12

4

30

0

0

12

3

0

52.5

16

$0

$22,325

10

6

36

0

0

15

3

0

63

16

$2,952

$28,743

103.5

62.25

82.5

36

11

98

29

57

119

179.75

$3,800

$131,938

12

8

0

0

0

0

0

20

0

16

$0

$9,020

84.25

51.625

21.25

79.5

24.5

7

0

75

21

78.875

$0

$76,337

35.25

20.625

27.25

4.5

1.5

13

0

33

21

30.875

$0

$33,071

Element 4
(Remainder)

16

8

8

3

1

5

2

12

0

24

$750

$13,767

Total Project

273

160.5

205

123

38

150

37

197

276.5

361.5

$7,502

$315,201

The Televate-SNG team cost proposal is based on our Professional Rate fee schedule (see Appendix B for
the rate schedule). The professional rates are the basis of our cost proposal, and any optional work will be
proposed at these hourly rates.

5.1 Proposed Payment Schedule
The following proposed payment milestones are aligned with the project deliverables and major tasks.
Payment Milestone
Data Collection Methodology Report
Survey Release
Element 1
Model Evaluation Framework
Element 2
Element 3
Element 4

Associated Deliverable Item
Approval of the Data Collection Methodology
Completion of and release of the community survey
Approval of the Element 1 report
Approval of the Model Evaluation Framework
Approval of the Element 2 report
Approval of the Element 3 report
Completion of all deliverable items, including the final report
and oral presentation
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Organizational Experience & Capacity
The Televate-SNG team has extensive experience in all stages of broadband service provision. Our team has
built wireless and fiber commercial broadband networks. We understand the attributes of the networks
that the operators want to inherit, and our team has experience operating these networks as well. We
understand the broadband service needs of consumers and businesses and how to operate commercial
grade networks. This experience helps us understand the financial implications of operating such networks
and helps us communicate and develop plans with prospective network operators. In fact, a team member
worked within the headquarters operations for a major local exchange carrier. This experience included
financial analysis of new cell site builds and how revenue metrics impact capital investments.
The Televate-SNG team has the most extensive national experience in supporting state and local
governments with wired and wireless communications programs. Between Televate and SNG, we have
worked for 23 states and dozens of independent jurisdictions on broadband related programs and in
facilitating interviews. We have conducted surveys of over 125,000 broadband users to better understand
their current services and requirements.

6.1 Televate-SNG Team Core Services and Project Experience
6.1.1 SNG Services and Key Projects
Public and private sector clients have used SNG’s work to:
1. Assess current availability and utilization of broadband by businesses, households, and
organizations
2. Identify and address digital divides and infrastructure gaps
3. Enable clients to identify and address gaps in broadband, digital infrastructure, and digital
maturity
4. Transform local economies without raising taxes or taking on unsustainable debt
5. Identify opportunities to implement smart community services (smart grid, ehealth, elearning,
smart security solutions, IoT initiatives, etc.) that pay for themselves and enhance quality of life
6. Increase local market demand and broadband network sustainability by driving demand for online
business and smart community services
7. Assess the local status of digital equity and identify scope and scale of populations and
opportunities for targeted digital inclusion initiatives
8. Develop a customized assessment of options for funding better broadband
SNG’s research and analysis have informed community, regional, and ten (10) State broadband offices and
legislatures with highly accurate, granular data on broadband availability and use. SNG has decades of
experience in broadband market assessments and research targeted at identifying broadband gaps, needs,
and opportunities. This experience includes:




Twelve (12) statewide broadband assessments (surveys), market research, and best practice
studies in ten (10) states – Arkansas, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Nebraska, North
Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and Oregon.
Regional broadband market impact and demand assessments, including Custer County, CO, and
Highland, IL, and regional economic growth through broadband in Alabama, Georgia, Maryland,
Missouri, and New York.
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Project Examples


Tennessee Economic and Community Development: The Tennessee Department of Economic and
Community Development (TNECD) hired SNG to assess the current availability and utilization of
broadband and to provide strategies for the State to improve broadband service availability and
utilization. TNECD required the research and analysis to develop strategic recommendations for
submission to annual legislative session for programming and budgeting broadband initiatives.
The primary methodology was collecting data directly from households, businesses, and
organizations across the state for analysis to develop essential insights for broadband planning,
primarily through an online self-assessment of businesses, organizations and households. A total of
5,539 organizations and 17,776 households contributed to the broadband benchmarking effort.
SNG’s Research and Report helped lay the foundation for the passage of the 2017 Broadband
Accessibility Act to deregulate, invest, and educate to increase broadband access and adoption in
Tennessee.
The
full
TNECD
Study
may
be
viewed
at:
https://www.tn.gov/content/dam/tn/ecd/documents/broadband/broadband-study.pdf.



Upper Coastal Plain Council of Governments (UCP-COG): The UCP-COG is an affiliated five-county
planning and economic development region in Northeastern North Carolina. As part of an EDA
broadband planning grant UCP-COG undertook a comprehensive digital inclusion planning effort
that created locally-driven digital inclusion plans for each county and for the region overall. Needs
were assessed through availability mapping, demand surveys, demographic analysis to identify
target populations, resource inventories, needs prioritization and identification of opportunities for
collaboration and leverage. Deborah Watts, a senior SNG associate led this project to completion,
including development of the final plan that received the 2021 Impact Award from the National
Association of Development Organizations (NADO). Watts has led broadband and digital inclusion
planning efforts for 9 counties in the past 18 months.

6.1.2 Televate Broadband Services and Key Projects
Throughout their careers, Televate staff have led numerous design and deployments projects involving
wireless carrier networks, dark and lit fiber networks, and thousands of base station sites across all wireless
technologies. Televate’s team of engineers, technologists and consultants has resolved many of our nation’s
critical communications challenges, providing a variety of technical and program management services for
dozens of technology initiatives, wired and wireless broadband networks and distributed antenna systems.
Having served customers ranging from states and large metropolitan areas to rural counties and building
owners, we have built a wealth of knowledge regarding broadband communications technologies and
requirements.
Our team has the requisite fiber backbone network design, wireless network design and propagation
analysis, radio tower planning and oversight construction and installation skills, and a comprehensive
understanding of the FCC regulations regarding these telecommunications systems. Our staff members have
decades of experience planning, designing, procuring, implementing, and operating wired and wireless
broadband systems.
Televate has been the leading consultancy in delivering local and state broadband communications systems
and solutions for public safety and other government end user agencies. Beginning in 2003, we conceived,
designed, facilitated the procurement of, managed system construction, and directly operated a multi-site
3G commercial wireless network (CDMA technology), and a fiber optic network connecting multiple local
governments in the National Capitol Region (NCR). We negotiated various fiber routes with cable TV and
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other broadband service providers extending the existing independent government fiber networks into
additional critical facilities to deliver fiber-based broadband connectivity to various government. This
NCRNet (www.ncrnet.us) was launched in 2007 and many elements of the network remain operational
today and have delivered important broadband communications capabilities to the government end user
community. Televate leveraged and expanded on this initial government broadband work to provide
broadband strategic planning, system implementation and operations for 14 states and U.S. Territories
(Minnesota, Ohio, North Dakota, Florida, Virginia, Oklahoma, Vermont, Wisconsin, New Jersey, Alabama,
New Mexico, Idaho, District of Columbia, Virgin Islands), including the State of Ohio and for multiple local
jurisdictions.
Our core services include:











Fiber network design and deployment
Field testing and optimization of wireless networks
Cost modeling and estimation of wired and wireless solutions
LTE design engineering
Technical specifications development
Technology lifecycle planning
Requirements gathering and definition
Federal, state, and local zoning and permitting analysis
FCC regulatory proceedings
Training, Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), policy, governance, and cost sharing modeling.

Detailed project descriptions for the Los Angeles County Public Safety Broadband Network are included in
the reference section below.

6.2 Client References
6.2.1 Assessing the State of Broadband in Oregon
The Oregon Broadband Office (OBO) within Business Oregon, an agency of the State of
Oregon, needed to more clearly identify and validate the areas within the state that
continue to be unserved and underserved with broadband services. There was urgency
to develop this intelligence as input to legislative decisions on broadband investments
in advance of the State legislative session starting in February 2020. Broadband Oregon
sought broadband data collection, analysis, validation, and best practice research for
the development of strategies and public investments in broadband infrastructure and
broadband adoption and utilization. Primary SNG contributors to this project included Michael Curri and
Deb Watts.
One of the challenges for Business Oregon was relying solely on broadband data provided by the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) through the periodic form 477 self-reported by telecom providers.
While the FCC broadband data reports at the census block level, it can be inaccurate on service coverage
and ambiguous with service types within census blocks.
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Broadband Oregon therefore sought the best information available to identify the unserved and
underserved areas in the state and estimate the cost to bridge broadband gaps. In today’s marketplace,
unserved is considered to be service of less than 10 Mbps
download and 1 Mbps upload (10/1 Mbps). Underserved is
less than the current FCC recommendation of 25 Mbps
download and 3 Mbps upload speed (25/3 Mbps).
Broadband Oregon also sought insights into best practices to
solve broadband gaps and methods for funding broadband
investments that do not rely solely on State financial resources. All of this research and analysis were
required to be completed within a three-month period to meet the legislative deadlines.
What SNG provided
SNG was hired by the State of Oregon to conduct a statewide broadband study. SNG brought together a
world class team of industry experts on broadband data analysis and mapping, broadband data collection,
and broadband engineering and construction. The SNG team collected primary data and developed data
from additional independent sources to supplement the latest FCC data, including fiber infrastructure and
service data. SNG worked with Business Oregon to deploy our proven eSolutions Benchmarking (eSB)
methodology and tools to collect data directly from households, businesses, and organizations across
Oregon. Through the eSolutions Benchmarking data collection, SNG gathered connectivity and speed data,
as well as other vital data on broadband utilization, from more than 3,600 households and 500 businesses
in a compressed 4-week period.
SNG worked with our project team partners to analyze the multiple data sources at the census block level
to identify which Oregon census blocks were unserved, or underserved. Two additional categories were
identified at the census block level:



Basic Broadband between 25/3 Mbps and 100/100 Mbps
Future Ready broadband above 100/100 Mbps

The SNG project team also identified the best terrestrial technologies available by census block among fiber,
cable, fixed wireless, and DSL, The research goal was to assess fixed
broadband services for Oregonians.
The census block level analysis enabled the creation of geographic
“heat maps” of the four speed categories and of the four fixed internet
technologies. Additional heat maps were created to show the
presence of fiber infrastructure across the State. This same data was
provided to Business Oregon as mapable data to include in the online,
interactive Oregon broadband Map.
The results of the analysis were also aggregated to the state senate district level as well as at a county level
to show local elected officials how broadband service in their senate districts and counties compare to their
peers across the State. Detailed analysis of the new data was combined with the FCC data using the team’s
insights and experience and this was documented in the final report.
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Results and Outcomes
The Oregon Statewide Broadband Assessment and Best Practices Study report was submitted on February
18, 2020 to and unanimously accepted by the Joint Committee on Ways and Means Subcommittee on
Transportation and Economic Development.
The analysis of multiple broadband data
sources at the census block level revealed that
46 percent of populated census blocks are
unserved or underserved and that these census
blocks are in rural and sparsely populated areas
representing about five (5) percent of Oregon’s
population. This represents approximately
148,000 people and 60,000 households in rural
Oregon.
Of the other 95 percent of Oregonians
considered served with broadband, 67.4
percent live in areas with Future Ready
broadband (greater than 100/100 Mbps) and 27.6 percent have access to Basic Broadband (25/3 Mbps).
While this is a good news story at a statewide level, there continue to be broadband issues to address across
the state, including both rural and urban areas.


SNG’s primary data collection revealed that there remain pockets within census blocks that do not
have access to Basic Broadband or Future Ready broadband. These quality-of-broadband gaps are
difficult to identify with the current FCC data reporting methods.



Of the 27.6 percent of Oregonians (1.14 million people) with access to Basic Broadband, the majority
of those areas have access to cable or DSL technologies that do not offer Future Ready broadband
speeds of 100/100 Mbps, nor rank highly in reliability by Oregon households and businesses.

SNG’s research also found that:


28 percent of households report that their internet connection speed is not fast enough, with 38
percent reporting occasional or frequent problems.

49 percent of Oregon household would definitely
or very likely relocate in order to get a better level of
broadband service. This likelihood increases with
younger age groups and higher incomes, putting
broadband-deficient communities at risk.

Three quarters of households and businesses
across Oregon are very likely to change service providers
to get better broadband services, another strong
indication of dissatisfaction with current services in
many areas.

Only 14 percent of businesses reported new
jobs. Of those new jobs, 70 percent were attributed to
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using the internet. Although the number of businesses reporting may not be representative of
Oregon overall, the job impact data suggests that broadband is critical for future new job growth.
The cost estimate of $1.32 billion was determined to provision fiber to all households in these unserved and
underserved areas, represents an average cost per home passed of $23,101. This high cost for bringing fiber
to the home (FTTH) into unserved and underserved
areas strongly indicates that:
1. a mix of technologies will be required to
provide better broadband connectivity to
unserved and underserved areas, which are
primarily rural. A detailed cost estimate will
require a more analysis at a local level to
determine where FTTH may be cost effective
versus using fixed wireless with fiber backhaul.
2. the private sector cannot be expected to
address unserved and underserved areas alone
because of the high costs and that the community benefits of broadband are largely off-balance
sheet to them. The rural-urban digital divide in Oregon is not likely to decrease unless public
investments are made in digital infrastructure and growing the demand for broadband through
digital transformation. This will require State policies, strategies, and programs in Oregon that will
better enable public-private partnerships and private investment.
6.2.1.1

Reference

Name
Title
Phone Number
Email Address
Final Report

Daniel Holbrook
Broadband Manager, Oregon Broadband Office
(503) 877-7006
Daniel.L.HOLBROOK@biz.oregon.gov
Oregon Statewide Broadband Assessment and Best Practices Study Report

6.2.2 Internet Connectivity and Utilization in Tennessee
The Tennessee Department of Economic and Community Development (TNECD) hired SNG to assess the
current availability and utilization of broadband and to provide strategies for the State to improve
broadband service availability and utilization. TNECD required the research and analysis to develop strategic
recommendations for submission to annual legislative session for programming and budgeting broadband
initiatives.
Research Methodology
The primary methodology was collecting data directly from households, businesses, and organizations
across the state for analysis to develop essential insights for broadband planning. SNG worked closely with
TNECD to adapt our online data collection tools by adding some specific questions of interest to TNECD.
Data was collected from consumers of broadband services. SNG reached out to households, community
institutions, and businesses across the state to encourage participation in an online assessment that
collected information on the availability of broadband, how the Internet is being used in the business or the
home and benefits, and drivers and barriers to adoption and utilization.
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Collection and use of data
To meet the project goals, it was essential to collect data directly from households and businesses on
broadband utilization, benefits, barriers, drivers, and other relevant information about connectivity. Data
was collected statewide from every county. Quantitative data included actual broadband speed tests,
monthly spending, business revenues, and employment impacts. All data was available to be cross tabulated
against respondent characteristics, such as demographic factors for households, or size and industry for
businesses. This allowed for development of insights about relationships between cause and effect, such as
the impact of connection type and speed on broadband use and impacts.
Recruitment or sampling strategies
TNECD budgeted for procurement of email contact lists for Tennessee residents and businesses across the
state. SNG created target contact count for each county based on a combination proportionality for county
populations and a weighted balance between rural and urban counties. Approximately half of responses
were desired from rural counties and, as a result, rural counties were intentionally over-represented
compared to urban counties.
This suited the purposes of the research since it was known that rural counties presented the primary
challenges for broadband availability. Having a roughly equal balance of rural and urban responses would
also allow for comparisons of results between these two groupings. Approximately 80,000 household
contacts and 30,000 business/organization contacts were acquired from a highly reputable list agency. The
list samples were randomly selected with respect to demographics or industries, etc., within and across the
target county sample counts.
Deployment of mixed method approaches
TNECD wanted to ensure that the data collection included a sample representation from every county in
the state. As part of the methodology, SNG regularly reviewed the data collection status with TNECD and
assessed which counties required more data. In order to ensure coverage across the state, households in
over 60 counties were targeted with phone surveys. An abbreviated phone survey was created to capture
the critical core questions since phone surveys do not allow the same depth of data collection as online
tools.
Approaches to the synthesis of results
This research effort collected data primarily through an online self-assessment of businesses, organizations
and households. A total of 5,539 organizations and 17,776 households contributed to the broadband
benchmarking effort. The organizations consisted of 3,986 commercial businesses, 843 government entities
and 708 not-for profits. Key findings from SNG’s research showed that:







Reliability is the most highly rated attribute of Internet service by businesses and households, more
so than speed or cost. Concerns over reliability impacts the consumers’ willingness to purchase
premium services.
According to business and household respondents, fiber connectivity is the most reliable, fastest,
and most highly rated of Internet services, by a significant margin. Cable and fixed wireless are
rated as the next best, with DSL and mobile wireless performing at lower speeds and with less
reliability.
Participating businesses reported that the Internet enabled 43% of net new jobs. Of the businesses
reporting revenues, an average of 66.2% of business revenues were enabled by the Internet.
Availability and suitability of broadband plays an important role in corporate decisions with 34% of
businesses saying that broadband service was “essential” in selecting their business location and
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55.7% saying broadband is “essential” for remaining in their current location. 15.5% of economic
development agencies in Tennessee stated that businesses frequently chose not to locate in an area
due to its broadband quality.
Broadband Internet enhances earning ability of households and provides employment and training
opportunities. 23.5% of participating households run a home-based business, with 14.1% of all
households running a home-based business exclusively from their home.
Telework is also an important Internet enabled activity, with almost 26 percent of participating
households teleworking (13% of households teleworking one or more days a week in a formal
arrangement with the employer).
75% of households want to improve how they use the Internet.
Reference

Name
Title
Phone Number
Email Address
Final Report

Amanda Martin
Director, State Broadband Office
(615) 253-7294
Amanda.M.Martin@tn.gov
https://www.tn.gov/content/dam/tn/ecd/documents/broadband/broadbandstudy.pdf

6.2.3 Custer County Economic Development Corporation (SNG Reference)
Custer County Economic Development Corporation (CCEDC) contracted SNG in
April 2018 to conduct a Broadband Impact Assessment of Custer County. The
scope of SNG’s work was expanded to collect data on expected job impacts if
Custer County were to receive an additional $1 million in Federal Economic
Development Administration funding for the six new wireless towers that would
increase the broadband service footprint to nearly 80% of county addresses.
Primary SNG contributors to this project included Michael Curri and Deb Watts.
Research Methodology
In consultation with CCEDC, SNG determined that data collection from households and businesses with
Custer County would be essential to informing the analysis needed to secure the required funding from
EDA. This data collection would enable exploring the impacts of not addressing the lack of broadband on
resident and businesses, in particular the likelihood of relocating, losing households, businesses, and jobs.
Collection and use of data
Data collection from households and businesses used SNG’s proprietary online eHousehold and eBusiness
Checkups. These tools were augmented with customized questions to explore the CCEDC areas of interest
related to job impacts from investing in broadband.
Recruitment or sampling strategies
Custer County is very rural with a small population and low population density. SNG secured residential and
business contacts from multiple local sources provided by CCEDC. There was no sampling strategy due to
the size. The goal was to reach as many premises as possible to create the largest sample size possible for
analysis.
Approaches to the synthesis of results
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SNG worked with CCEDC between March and June 2018 to gather input locally on how local businesses,
organizations, and households are connecting, using, and benefitting from the internet. SNG documented
the lack of broadband and quantified the impacts a $2-million investment by EDA in six towers for wireless
broadband would have, which include:





6.2.3.1

The net employment impact of having expanded broadband availability is projected to be 191 jobs
(FTE) by 2029
The projection for 2029 shows an additional 430 teleworkers and 773 non-employer establishments
(home businesses) with expanded broadband availability
Ability to attract target populations for stable, managed growth, such as:
o Younger, mobile professionals, especially those with families who can work remotely and
choose to benefit from the quality of life Custer County offers
o Prosperous retirees, or those close to retirement
Retention of current populations who require reliable broadband
Reference

Name
Title
Phone Number
Email Address
Final Report

Charles Boyle
President, Custer County Economic Development Corporation
719-315-6229
ccEconDevC@gmail.com
Report is not public information, however, additional details on the project
are available at the following link: Broadband Impact and Market
Assessment: Custer County | Strategic Networks Group, Inc. (sngroup.com)

6.2.4 Los Angeles Regional Interoperable Communications System
The Los Angeles Regional Interoperable Communications System (LA-RICS), a Joint
Powers Authority, is dedicated to providing public safety communications throughout
the Los Angeles Region. LA-RICS engaged Televate to provide comprehensive subject
matter expertise for broadband public safety communications. Prior to Televate’s
direct contract award with LA-RICS, Televate was integral to helping LA-RICS secure a
$155 million Broadband Technology Opportunities Program (BTOP) grant under a
subcontract arrangement. The grant provides funding to implement a 700 MHz Long
Term Evolution (LTE) countywide public safety grade broadband system. The system is expected to include
over 200 LTE base stations throughout the region – the largest public safety LTE deployment to date. The
system is envisioned to carry broadband application traffic including mobile video and Computer Aided
Dispatch (CAD) as well as Voice over LTE (VoLTE) and Radio over IP. The LA-RICS program overall includes a
dual band Project 25 trunked radio network as well as a conventional analog overlay. Televate serves as the
LA-RICS primary consultant for the project. Primary Televate contributors to this project include Rick Burke
and Steve Sidore.
Project Tasks
To date, Televate has performed the following tasks:


Provide comprehensive broadband subject matter expertise on on-going LA-RICS 700 MHz LTE
system design and deployment including EPC, RAN, and Use End Devices
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Created a design for over 200 public safety communication sites including design customization to
deliver service to targeted areas
Developed detailed RFP specifications for broadband related system elements as well as joint
LMR/LTE related specifications.
Analyzed vendor proposals for both joint LMR/LTE systems and standalone LTE systems
Assisted in vendor negotiations for joint LMR/LTE systems and standalone LTE systems including
price analysis and negotiations
Conducted radio propagation analyses to assist LA-RICS in the selection of public safety
communications sites.
Conducted backhaul design analysis including analysis of fiber (wired) and microwave (wireless)
options.
Created a 60 ring, 280 link microwave design connecting more than 250 LTE sites and integrated
this design with aggregated fiber facilities.
Conduct path analyses, capacity and reliability studies and develop microwave capacity design
requirements based on potential use cases for public safety
Provide LA-RICS with regulatory and policy support including activities with the Operator Advisory
Committee (and now the Early Builders Advisory Council), FCC and NTIA related matters, and with
relevant NPSTC and PSCR activities
Worked with LA-RICS on site related issues including system re-designs
Assisted LA-RICS in developing solutions to minimize public opposition including development of
stealth tower site specifications
Conducted cost and financial analysis for public safety communications systems
Reference

Name
Title
Phone Number
Email Address
Final Report

Susy Orellana-Curtiss
Program Administrator
323-881-8292
Susy.Orellana-Curtiss@LA-RICS.org
Final project reports are confidential; however, additional information on
the project is available on the LA-RICS document library link below.
Document Library | LA-RICS – Los Angeles Regional Interoperable
Communications System
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Team Member Resumes
7.1 Team Overview
The Televate-SNG team takes great pride in our dedication and responsiveness to client requests. We
achieve this not only by attracting high caliber project team members who are committed to the delivery of
program quality and excellence, but also by assigning multiple dynamic staff members, under the leadership
of our Project Manager, safeguarding project continuity under any circumstances. We share a common
objective to produce high quality, timely deliverables and dedicate sufficient time to meet aggressive
deliverable deadlines.
The Televate-SNG team is composed of experienced broadband technical and business professionals with
in-depth expertise in all aspects of the project, including broadband technologies, economic modeling and
development, digital inclusion, and municipal fiber optic project implementation and operations. A
summary of our proposed team’s background and qualifications is provided in the table below; complete
resumes are included in the following section.
Personnel

Brief Bio

Rick Burke
Project Role: Project Executive, broadband
business modeling,
Education: BSc Geography, MSc Program
Geography

Performance-driven executive with over 40 years of
experience in wired and wireless telecommunications and
information technology. Served as program manager for
several successful broadband network and application
deployments, including in the National Capital Region,
providing comprehensive technical, financial, governance,
and administrative management.
Joe Ross
Performance-driven executive with over 30 years of
Project Role: Project Manager, fiber optic experience in communications and information
and wireless network design cost modeling technology with nationally recognized wireless system
expertise. Served as program manager for several
Education: BSc Electrical Eng, MBA
successful broadband network and application
deployments providing comprehensive technical,
financial, and administrative management
Ron Seager
Senior Product and Technical Manager and U.S. Navy
Project Role: Fiber optic network analysis, veteran with extensive experience and leadership in the
coverage assessment and expansion and design, development, and implementation of software
and broadband telecommunications-based products and
cost modeling
services.
Education: BSc Aerospace Eng, MBA
Steve Sidore
Executive experience in consulting, product and software
Project Role: Fiber optic network analysis, development, program management to system design,
testing, deployment and operations of IT and broadband
coverage assessment and expansion
telecommunications systems for Commercial and
Education: BSc Electrical Eng, MBA
Government Environments.
Omna Solomon
Senior Engineer and consultant specializing in system
Project Role: Wireless network analysis, engineering and wireless design for broadband
coverage assessment and expansion design communication networks and information technology
solutions.
Education: BA Physics, BSc Electrical Eng
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Personnel

Brief Bio

Michael Curri
Project Role: Economic impact and
market demand analysis, financial
modeling
Education: BA Economics, MA Economics

Over 20 years of experience with broadband, the digital
economy, and digital transformation working with
governments at all levels leading a team of experienced
specialists to help clients create measurable economic
impacts and jobs by using broadband and digital
infrastructure as a platform for innovation and community
vitality.
Gary Dunmore
Over 20 years of experience in the telecommunications
industry with a proven track record in helping service
Project Role: Network and financial
providers define new business opportunities for service
analysis, data collection and analysis
deployment for a wide variety of telecom and internet
Education: BSc Electrical Eng.
operators across North America.
Thirty years focused on using technology and research to
Deb Watts
spur technology-based economic and community
Project Role: Community outreach and
development. Areas of expertise include business
engagement and digital inclusion
incubation, technology entrepreneurism, and broadband
planning
Education: BSc Biology, MSc Biology; MBA planning, adoption programs and evaluation at local, state,
national and international levels.
Technology Mgt., Ph.D (in progress)
Elizabeth Herring
Project Role: Stakeholder Outreach and
Engagement; Data collection, analysis
and mapping
Education: BS, Psychology, Double
Major in Creative Writing

Over 13 years of experience performing education and
outreach with county/district and local entities in support
of the implementation of federally- and nationally
administered programs across various disciplines. Ms.
Herring has strong written and communication skills, and
has years of experience managing project tasks, vendors,
product development, and quality control processes.
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7.2 Resumes

A. RICHARD BURKE
Rick Burke is a co-founder and Managing Partner at Televate LLC, a Vienna, VA-based
consultancy specializing in system engineering and program management for government
and commercial communication systems and information technology solutions. With over
40 years of experience in wireless and broadband telecommunications and information
technology, Rick has extensive system engineering and operational experience with, wired
and wireless broadband technologies, commercial cellular, land mobile radio, and other voice
and data networks. Accomplished in all facets of broadband network capital investment and operational cost modeling
and assessment, and in facilitating network operational governance and cost sharing analysis.

SKILLS






Strategic planning and

development of functional
government telecommunications
programs and initiatives
Implementing large scale, multijurisdictional and multi-agency
programs

Extensive stakeholder and
community outreach including
interviews and survey techniques

Program planning,
management, scheduling,
requirements gathering,
budgetary management,
procurement, technology
development oversight,
operational governance
Crafted governance, policy,
procedures, pricing to guide
the government
telecommunications operations








Fiber and wireless broadband
network design, deployment,
and operations
VHF, UHF, 700 MHz and 800
MHz
Federal and state grant
application strategy and
preparation
GIS mapping design, analysis,
interpretation

EXPERIENCE
Broadband Communications Technology
 Program Manager for the National Capital Region Interoperability Program (NCRIP or NCRNet) to deliver
fiber optic and wireless broadband capabilities within the NCR
 Provided strategic consultation to a regional Chief Information Officer (CIO) team advancing, among other
capabilities, a regional broadband fiber network – drafted and refined policies and procedures to guide
the implementation, operations and funding, and the data securely shared over the network
 Develop comprehensive capital expenditure and operational expenditure modeling of broadband
telecommunications systems to guide staffing, funding, and overall operations
 Prepared BTOP grant applications that resulted in over $200 million in awards in the State of New Mexico
and the Los Angeles Regional Interoperable Communications System (LA-RICS)
 Conducted needs assessment for public safety stakeholder broadband coverage, devices, and applications
 Authored multiple technical statements of work (SOW) to support the procurement of Band Class 14 (BC14) RAN, CORE, network management system (NMS), user equipment (UE), fiber and microwave backhaul,
and all associated design, construct, install, and optimization services
 Supported vendor evaluation and selection for the LTE BC-14 network solution and services
 Managed the LTE network design, and capital and operational budgeting to support network sustainability
cost modeling
 Facilitated the development of a comprehensive training program to support end user training, together
with network operational personnel along with RAN and CORE maintenance training
State and Local Implementation Planning Grant (SLIGP) – FirstNet Consultation
 Program Director for multiple State SLIGP projects – provide oversight direction, management, and quality
control for these projects
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Conducted numerous outreach meetings at state, local, regional and tribal levels
Prepared and delivered dozens of technical, programmatic, and operational training courses
Drafted Public Notice and various other FirstNet requests for information
Strategic planning with multiple state rural/community broadband directors to determine if FirstNet could
support state broadband requirements
 Comprehensive cost modeling of FirstNet services, data applications, devices, and integration into service
 Developed governance models and operating policies and recommendations to guide broadband
adoption and operations
 Prepared the State Plan Decision Process architecture and assessed draft State Plans for multiple states
Communication Planning
 Spearheaded a cross-agency effort to document agency communications operations, capabilities and
solutions (Government Fiber Optic, Land Mobile Radio, Crisis Information Management Systems,
Messaging Systems, Telephony, Data Applications and Information Technology Systems)
 Lead planner and author of the 2008 and 2012 Presidential Inauguration Communications Plans to
facilitate real time alerts, messaging and voice and data communications for 10,000+ first responders over
private and public wired and wireless networks
Statewide and Regional Interoperability Planning
 Conducted needs assessment to perform a gap analysis of the current state of interoperable voice and
data communications
 Facilitated multiple joint agency meetings and workshops and documented a full scope of interoperable
voice and data communications requirements to achieve the desired level of inter-agency interoperable
communications
 Directed and managed regional interoperability to achieve a common system for sharing critical incident
management communication and information among member jurisdictions
 Drive federal grant writing and grant program management and successfully lead grant awards worth
hundreds of millions of dollars
 Deliver various technology, training, grant development, voice and data interoperable system design and
operations, 800 MHz rebanding and other consulting services to a variety of local, state and federal
customers
 Provide radio network and technology consulting and design services to various Federal Government
operators including the Secret Service, ATF, the Treasury Department, and other Federal agencies
Grants, Training and Other
 Drafted state and federal grants and managed the preparation of numerous other grants that lead to the
successful award of hundreds of millions of dollars for local, regional and state grantees
 Delivered various technology, training, grant development, voice and data interoperable system design
and operations, and other consulting services to a variety of local, state and federal customers
 Developed and delivered 100’s of technical and tactical training programs to practitioners,
telecommunicators/dispatchers, help desk staff, technicians, engineers and executives
 Hired, training and managed 100’s of technical and administrative staff throughout my career
 Operations manager, system engineer and strategic planner for a major cellular network operator
 Managed an annual multi-million operations budget for a major telecommunications operator





EDUCATION
1980
1978

Master’s Program, Geography, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN
Bachelors, Geography, Rowan University, Glassboro, NJ

PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES
IEEE Member, APCO Member
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JOSEPH J. ROSS
Joe Ross is a performance-driven executive with over 25 years of experience in
communications and information technology with nationally recognized wireless system
expertise. He led the first public safety 700 MHz broadband deployment in the U.S. and was
an instrumental leader in the first campaigns to secure 700 MHz broadband spectrum for
public safety. He served as program manager for a number of successful public safety
network and application deployments providing comprehensive technical, financial, and
administrative management for highly complex programs. He chaired the Assessment of Future Spectrum and
Technology Working Group for the National Public Safety Telecommunications Council (NPSTC) Technology Committee
that was created to provide the follow up to the Public Safety Wireless Advisory Committee report of 1996. He consults
to a number of clients regarding broadband and public safety communications.

SKILLS




Fiber, cable, and wireless
fixed broadband
technologies, operations, and
models
VHF, UHF, 700 MHz, 800
MHz, 1900 MHz, Microwave,
Satellite, and Alternative
Spectral Bands & Wireless
Networks






Public safety application
deployment
Public Safety and Commercial
Cellular Wireless System
Design, Engineering,
Deployment, Operations,
Optimization, and Expansion
Wireless Program Director
and Network Team Leader








Executive Program and
Schedule Management and
Team Development
Customer Requirements
Definition and Program
Implementation
Technical Leadership — FCC
Related Matters
WAN, LAN, and PBX
deployment

EXPERIENCE
Technical Leadership
 Provided the early vision for nationwide 700 MHz broadband spectrum for public safety and the use of
commercial technologies. Provided initial leadership and developed the Spectrum Coalition for Public Safety
to advocate at the national level for 700 MHz broadband spectrum and national broadband interoperability
 Led design and deployment efforts for the first 700 MHz broadband networks for public safety in the United
States including relationship development with infrastructure and device manufactures in a new spectrum
band
 Co-chaired the NPSTC working group that created the 700 MHz Broadband Statement of Requirements and
was very active in the NPSTC Broadband Task Force
 Chaired the PSWAC Follow-Up working group in NPSTC, the Assessment of Future Spectrum and Technology
including national operational requirements gathering, technology analysis, and spectrum modeling
 Co-chair of the NPSTC white paper detailing the process and projected nationwide cost to relocate local,
state and federal radio licenses out of the land mobile radio (LMR) T-Band spectrum
Los Angeles Regional Interoperable Communications System (LA-RICS):
 Oversight of design, deployment and operations of a county-wide LTE network that integrated LTE,
microwave, and fiber
 Lead technical consulting to secure BTOP grant award of $155m
 Developed detailed RFP specifications for broadband related system elements as well as joint LMR/LTE
related specifications
 Conducted radio propagation analyses to assist LA-RICS in the selection of public safety communications
sites
 Conducted backhaul design analysis including analysis of fiber (wired) and microwave (wireless) options.
 Conducted cost and financial analysis for public safety communications system
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Advised LA-RICS during contract negotiation with the selected vendor for the construction, operations and
maintenance of the LTE broadband network
 Oversight of vendors constructing the LTE network including risk assessment and mitigation strategies,
design review, independent verification and validation, acceptance test review, and scheduling
 Developed detailed financial models for capital and operations costs for countywide wireless network
operations, including fiber and microwave fixed broadband elements
 Advisor on policy and regulatory matters related to the application of LTE technology to public safety use
Arlington County, Virginia
 Oversight of a program to assess cellular coverage county-wide including FirstNet coverage
 Executive oversight of a program to assess the integration of Arlington County and the City of Alexandria
land mobile radio infrastructure into a single system
General Technical and Financial Management
 Extensive experience in the development of broadband network requests for proposal, vendor
management, and contract management
 Extensive design and design management experience for broadband communications networks including
LTE RAN, backhual, and Evolved Packet Core
 Conducted online surveys involving thousands of public safety personnel statewide to collect a census of
users and their requirements for broadband service.
 Extensive experience in the financial modeling of broadband communications networks including Capital
Expenditure (CapEx) and Operational Expenditure (OpEx).
 Managed grant development efforts for three BTOP applicants for public safety 700 MHz LTE systems
including executive level consulting support for budgeting, system configuration, subscriber strategies, and
design
 Built and led engineering teams of over 100 technical staff to engineer and implement comprehensive
communications systems
 GPON, Microwave, 3GPP and other broadband technology architectures, cost structures, and operations.
 Managed budget in excess of $50 million to create and implement wireless networks and solutions
 Provided land mobile radio engineering and consulting services including 800 MHz rebanding, P25 vendor
selection, P25 interoperability analysis, system remediation analysis, P25 system budgeting and planning,
and Communications Planning
 Ten years of experience designing, optimizing, maintaining, and managing commercial cellular systems
comprising several thousand cell sites

Deployed and managed enterprise communications and IT systems including Wi-Fi, WAN, LAN, cellular, VoIP,
Microsoft Exchange, and Microsoft SharePoint


EDUCATION
1995
1989

MBA, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL
BS, Electrical Engineering, Virginia Polytechnic and State University, Blacksburg, VA
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RON SEAGER
Accomplished Senior Product and Technical Manager and US Navy veteran with extensive
experience and leadership in the design, development, and implementation of software and
telecommunications-based products and services. Strong business, management, and
technical skills with extensive knowledge of wireless and networking platforms and
applications. Collaborative leader, providing clarity and focus to internal and external teams,
including offshore developers.

SKILLS





Product and Engineering
Management
Network Architecture and
Design
Vendor Management
P&L Management





Go-To-Market Strategy /
Strategic Roadmap
Network Deployment and
Optimization
Business and Product
Development





Product/Project
Management Frameworks
Buy vs. Build Analysis
UX Design

EXPERIENCE
EPAM Systems, Sr. Product Manager
Provide product coaching to clients and manage the product implementation framework for EPAM development
teams. Former clients include Matterport, TELUS, Estee Lauder Group.
Netly Fiber, Consultant Sr. TechOps Manager
Build and manage a team of fiber optic field technicians, FTTH drop installation vendors as well as various general
contractors associated with high density, fiber optic buildout in the San Diego County Area.
 Develop, document and train internal and external teams on fiber, construction and turnup best practices
and procedures
 Manage the technical and operational customer relationship. Develop procedures to manage service order
workflow.
 Prioritize and assign work schedules for field technicians and vendors
 Develop productivity KPIs for teams to achieve company goals
 Develop dashboard to track progress of teams in achieving productivity goals
ViaSat Inc., Sr. Product Manager, Commercial Aviation
Serve as Product Manager for Live TV product from concept to launch, creating a $60M product line and increasing
average revenue per aircraft by over 10%.
 Research and define the market, opportunity, and Viasat’s value proposition with respect to the product.
 Conduct customer interviews to identify critical features, create customer and end-user personas, and
understand customer product strategy.
 Facilitate end-user journey workshop with major airline customer’s cross-functional team and mapped out
key UI flows.
 Work with business development to implement content strategy for providing optimum channel line-up
that intersects customer value, pricing, and network capacity considerations.
 Define executive, technical, customer and marketing roadmap. Communicate changes to various
stakeholders at regular intervals.
 Develop success criteria for the TV product for measuring internal performance criteria and ability to meet
customer expectations.
 Document all product requirements and user stories in JIRA and Confluence. Prioritize feature development
using WSJF (weighted shortest job first) methodology.
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ViaSat Inc., Sr. Manager System Test, Commercial Aviation
Manage a team of six direct reports as well as a team of offshore automation developers performing
system testing for an end-to-end inflight connectivity service.
 Create manual test team and test strategies, while implementing robot automation framework for a Jenkins
pipeline for product development.
 Reduce test cycle from 2.5 weeks to 2 days through the development of test automation, a tighter feedback
process with development and automated test platform configuration.
 Manage all physical and virtual DevOps lab infrastructure and workspaces.
 Oversee the budget, requirements, and build of a mobile test environment that supports first- and secondgeneration antenna terminal equipment to facilitate multiple test teams.
HetNet Software (Division of Dorado Software), Director Product Management
Manage the strategy to take network management into the 4G telecommunications industry by building an
interoperable, standards-based Self Optimizing Network (SON) orchestration engine. Drive product support for
cloud-based infrastructure and management.
Televate, Sr. Core Network Engineering Consultant
Serve as a 4G technology consultant for local and federal government projects, including:
 LA-RICS – Los Angeles Regional Interoperable Communications System (https://www.la-rics.org/)
 FirstNet – First Responder Network Authority; Dept of Commerce (https://www.firstnet.gov/)
 Develop an RFP and core network architecture for a 4G public safety communications network, focusing
on Enhanced Packet Core (EPC), transmission, operations, provisioning, agency connectivity, and network
parameter design skills.
Cricket Wireless, Sr. Manager Core Network Engineering
Manage 2 teams of direct and indirect employees accountable for the engineering, capacity, and performance of
the Core IP/data plane and networking infrastructure portions of the network.
 Lead an IT team of Cisco CCNP / CCIE level engineers in addition to a parallel team of telecommunications
specific applications engineers.
 Develop the technical and architectural roadmaps for all platforms.
 Manage the end-to-end migration of the core network and backhaul implementation from 3G to 4G LTE.
 Engineer the expansion of customer facing internet points from 1 to 10 datacenters across the US.
Cricket Communications, Manager Messaging
Manage overall business and technical vendor relationship for SMSC, MMSC, inter-carrier messaging vendor,
value-added service providers (VASPs), and prepaid services platform.
 Lead a cross-functional team to re-architect the IP infrastructure to support new data services for Cricket
customers.
 Work with Operations on training, transition to production, and monitoring / alarming grooming.
 Execute the migration of voicemail architecture whereby a fully geo-redundant, VoIP based system replaced
44 TDM obsolete systems with zero downtime.
 Enable the cost-effective scaling of text messaging platform to allow the business to offer the country’s first
free, unlimited text messaging offering bundled within the rate plan.
Cricket Communications, Project Manager

Manage diverse projects, including 2G to 3G upgrade, 3G data, and Push-to-Talk services.

EDUCATION
2001
1993

M.B.A., San Diego State University, San Diego, CA
B.S., Aerospace Engineering, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ
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STEVE SIDORE
Steve Sidore has 38 years industry experience with 27 years of executive experience in
consulting, product development, software development, program management to system
design, testing, deploying and operating all forms of IT and telecommunications systems for
Commercial and Government Environments – Data Center, E-911, NG-911, Database,
Servers, IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, Cable, Broadband, Wireless, Satellite, and Fixed networks.

SKILLS







Software Development (SaaS
and PaaS), VoIP Soft Switch,
Billing system, OSS systems and
Support tools
Complex Architecture, Planning
and engineering design
IT Data Center and Switching
center Architecture planning,
design and implementation
Program management








2G, 3G, 4G, WIMAX, WiFi and
LTE Wireless Network planning
and implementation
2G, 3G, 4G, WIMAX, WiFi and
LTE Wireless Site design and
Implementation
E-911/NG-911 Planning and
Design
Fiber and Cable Infrastructure
Design and implementation






Operations Process
Improvement
Disaster Recovery and Business
Continuity process Improvement
Operations Support Systems
Implementation and Integration
Network Operations Center
development and
implementation

EXPERIENCE
One-Com, Vice President
Telecommunications Consulting sales and services for Commercial and Government agencies

LARICs: Providing comprehensive broadband LTE engineering and technical services for countywide wireless
network. Consulting services for core engineering, design and deployment of LARICs LTE systems and
structure to support their first responder community in LA. Leading efforts in the following areas: EPC Core,
Fiber and MW Transmission systems, Operations Systems, Devices, Agency Integration and Logistics.

Led team managing user terminal deployment for LTE/Wi-Fi routers. Operations responsibilities include
development and implementation of NOC, SOC, operations systems, data warehouse, security policies, 24/7
operations including incident, disaster and special event support. Support of interfacing and interoperating
E-911 and eventual NG-911 systems and critical dispatch to the FirstNet system for LA-RICS agencies.

FirstNet: Providing consulting services for core engineering, planning, design and development of their
nationwide LTE systems and structure to support the first responder community nationwide. Leading efforts
in the following primary areas: End to end Architecture, Transmission, Data Center and Operations. Providing
support to the leads in EPC Core, Network Services and IT support, NG-911 development, interface and
traffic design requirements for FirstNet with potential agency deployments

Wireless Glue: Provided consulting services on their SasS, PaaS based Power management system for
product development and engineering processes refinements.

Vodafone Hutchison Australia: Provided consulting service to the CEO and CTO to analyze network and
system to move to LTE. Ran all of PMO for Site Build, RAN, Core, transmission, BSS and IT programs Managed 120 resources. Responsible for organization transformation within CTO organization. Rollout of
LTE design and transmission implementation plan. Ran all of Operations covering Radio, Site and Core
infrastructure as well as Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery.

Provided Consulting Services to major wireless carrier on new service product development. Defined and
designed product, system architecture and cost model for new voice and data service utilizing VoLTE and
IMS infrastructures.

Provided Consulting service for MVNO analysis, selection, negotiation and deployment of wireless
technology solution. Developed process and procedures for wireless infrastructure including design and cost
analysis for LTE infrastructure. Developed business strategy and business refocus
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Clearwire, Sr. Director – Core Engineering
Responsible for all core programs.






Responsible for the efforts of 225 staff plus 20 3rd party providers, construction and equipment installation
providers approximately 600 + resources across all US territories
Responsible for the Core production system program which included the architecture, design and delivery
of 31 Data Centers, 29 dark and lit fiber rings, all the broadband infrastructure network, field trials, support
system design and deployment, site placement, site implementation and maintenance.
Managed deployment of $180M Capital program and $300M Expense program.
Accomplishments: Core program installation and turn up of a nationwide system comprising 2 National IT
data Centers, 29 Regional Data centers. Regional and market program design and installation of 29 dark fiber
metro rings and market-based VoIP and data infrastructure and the infrastructure.

T-Mobile, Sr. Director – West Region Engineering and Operations
Responsible for Core Engineering Management






Responsible for the efforts of 220 staff plus 10 3rd party providers, construction and equipment installation
providers approximately 500 + resources across the Western US
Core system program including the design and delivery of dark and lit fiber, and broadband infrastructure
network, field trials, support system deployment, site placement, site implementation and maintenance
Managed deployment of $130M Capital program and $280M Expense program.
Responsible to meet all government interconnection requirements for lawful intercept, Phase 2 E-911
connection to all PSAPs, and location accuracy for correct PSAP routing.
Accomplishments: Implementation of 7 new, redeployment of equipment to new sites and removed 7
data/switching centers. Including the implementation of 25 new fiber rings or optimized existing rings

Spatial Dynamics Corporation, Vice President – Professional Services
Responsible for providing system and application consulting business development, sales, marketing and services.
Pagoo, Inc., CTO and EVP – Product Development, Engineering and Operations
Intira Corporation, CTO and EVP – Engineering, Operations, IT and Construction





Responsible for the management of 170 domestic and 60 international staff plus 3rd party providers
Responsibilities included IT, product development, engineering strategy, design and delivery of next
generation content data centers, computer systems to support customer applications and service and
support Hosted products to the e-commerce and mission critical systems IT marketplace.
Managed Program Budget of $150M Capital program and $100M Expense Budget.

Iridium LLC, Executive Vice President – Engineering



Provided engineering, guidelines, direction and consul to regional resources in 15 different locations around
the globe and management of 80 engineering staff including the EOC staff.
Managed Program Budget of $300M Capital program and $580M Expense Budget.

Spatial Dynamics Corporation, Vice President – Professional Services
Responsible for providing system and application consulting business development, sales, marketing and services.
Pacific Bell Mobile Services, Executive Director – Engineering and Operations
Responsible for the Management of Engineering, Support Systems and Operations


Responsible for the management of 200 operations staff, 80 engineering staff plus 3 3rd party providers,
construction and equipment installation providers approximately 300+ resources in the US

EDUCATION
1993
1982

M.B.A., Santa Clara University, Santa Clara, CA
B.S., Electrical Engineering, UCLA, CA
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OMNA SOLOMON
Omna Solomon is an accomplished senior consultant with 15 years of progressive experience
engineering, managing and implementing public safety communications technologies. Mr.
Solomon has extensive system engineering, optimization, testing and operational
experience with land mobile radio, backhaul systems, and other wireless voice and data
networks as well as core competencies in public safety communications systems operations
and solutions for state and local organizations. Omna’s recent projects primarily focus on
the lifecycle planning and migration strategy of complex legacy land mobile radio networks, and designing standards
based, sustainable and interoperable solutions at the State and local levels.

SKILLS





P25 Phase I and 2 Network
Design and Engineering
LTE RAN and backhaul
network design
Traffic engineering of LMR and
broadband systems
Radio Fleetmap Development







Project Management
LMR system deployments
and migrations
Systems Lifecycle Planning
Specification Development
RF propagation and
frequency planning






Interoperable
communications solutions
Deployables, DAS, BDAs and
VRS
Interference/field testing
and mitigation
TIA-102 APCO standards

EXPERIENCE
Strategy Development and Technology Lifecycle
 Developed comprehensive public safety wireless network modernization strategies including business case
justification, cost modeling, technical standards and deployment plans for land mobile radio systems of
various sizes (city, county, statewide)
 Assisted several multi-agency systems in developing governance structures addressing shared decisionmaking, ownership, operations through rapport-building workshops
 Led numerous outreach and education efforts on high profile system upgrade projects to bring program
awareness and to build user agency consensus
 Developed detailed 10-year technology (design) and cost lifecycle plans for several systems ranging in cost
from $ 500,000 to over $500 million
 Spearheaded hundreds of requirements gathering efforts through guided workshops, web surveys and
presentations to establish user criteria for coverage, applications, interoperability and other features
 Drafted and secured federal and state grants for public safety technology projects
 Outlined operations cost and staffing models maximizing cost efficiency and system uptime
Specifications Development and Project Management
 Drafted technical specifications for various $50 M+ public safety wireless communications systems and PSAP
applications including land mobile radio systems, logging recorders, paging systems, and LTE/broadband
solutions
 Provided subject matter expertise in proposal/vendor evaluation and contract negotiations for several radio
system solutions yielding notable savings and client-friendly contracts
 Served as the technical project manager on large deployment projects leading vendor oversight, quality
assurance, system acceptance and physical inspection activities; developed project performance indicators
and benchmarks
 Assisted LMR system operators with operations/staffing models and recovery plans cost-effectively
safeguarding system longevity and reliability
 Defined and oversaw P25 implementation strategies, deployment plans and cutover schemes
 Provided project updates on high profile programs to legislators and municipal executives
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Led subscriber deployment totaling over 100,000 radios including fleetmap development, device
configuration, programming, testing and device distribution
Wireless System Design and Engineering
 Conducted coverage/propagation designs for dozens of systems including simulcast, multicast, conventional
and trunked VHF/UHF/700/800 MHz LMR systems and LTE broadband networks
 Designed and implemented legacy and P25 system architectures leveraging existing infrastructure and P25
standards advancing regional interoperability
 Designed, optimized and implemented coverage extension solutions and deployables including vehicular
repeaters, distributed antenna systems and building amplifiers
 Performed traffic engineering and capacity studies for numerous rural, urban and statewide systems; for LTE
solutions leveraged population data, vehicular traffic and CAD data to project site usage profiles
 Conducted frequency planning, channel search rings and FCC licensing activities for dozens of LMR sites
 Conducted site surveys and physical audits to baseline and document existing capabilities, to assess
suitability of assets and to define upgrade requirements
 Designed fault-tolerant backhaul solutions including fiber and microwave networks
 Evaluated conceptual LMR/LTE integration plans anchored on proprietary and MCPTT architectures
Performance Verification and System Testing
 Conducted field coverage and performance testing for LMR and LTE systems to identify gaps, optimize
systems and improve performance
 Mitigated site noise and interference issues for Wifi, 3GPP and LMR systems by designing and implementing
test procedures and mitigation strategies
 Improved public safety systems performance through simulcast system optimization, passive antenna
system reconfiguration, channel assignment changes
 Performed extensive technical and operational assessments of a major subway system 100-mile DAS
culminating in system performance improvements
 Conducted extensive engineering verification, drive testing and technical assessments of urban area transit
LMR and AVL systems; effectively used GIS tools to target available funds
Communications Planning and Standard Processes
 Drafted system usage and operations policies/MOUs/SOPs for urban area and statewide LMR systems as
well as deployable and site of wheels solutions fostering system continuity and regional interoperability
 Assisted system operators in implementing effective plans for system operations, maintenance customer
service/notifications and incident management
 Developed fleetmaps and radio configuration plans for thousands of public safety agencies
 Developed and delivered training and exercise plans on proper and effective use of public safety
communications system


EDUCATION
2006
B.S. Electrical Engineering (Dual Degree Program), Columbia University, New York
2004
B.A. Physics, Grinnell College, Grinnell, IA
P25 Interest Group (PTIG) Member

PUBLICATIONS


Greenwood, D. & Solomon, O. (2017). The Evolution of Gateways. MissionCritical Communications.
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ELIZABETH HERRING
Elizabeth Herring has over 13 years of experience performing education and outreach with
county/district and local entities in support of the implementation of federally- and
nationally administered programs across various disciplines. She has worked closely with
clients to develop and distribute consistently messaged informational communications and
publications, while also providing direct support and training to stakeholder audiences. Ms.
Herring has strong written and communication skills, and has years of experience managing
project tasks, vendors, product development, and quality control processes.

SKILLS
 Development and delivery of
educational materials
 Design of marketing/
advertising materials





Data collection, management,
analysis, and GIS/mapping
Requirements gathering
Quality control processes




Stakeholder outreach and
management
Customer service and
communication

EXPERIENCE
Requirements Gathering
 Documented technical requirements for reporting to decision-makers, and in order to ensure the correct
implementation of tools and features.
 Conducted county-by-county “Coverage Review” meetings with state, county, and local public safety
stakeholders to determine their public safety broadband coverage requirements and gaps in statewide
projects for Florida and Wisconsin.
 Collected and documented stakeholder requirements on technology, coverage, features, adoption cost
thresholds, and other attributes for assessment against the FirstNet State Plan in the State of Florida.
 Assessed the compliance of FirstNet State Plan content with stakeholder requirements for four states,
including Alabama, Minnesota, North Dakota, and Oklahoma.
Data Collection, Review and Analysis
 Developed, disseminated, and analyzed web surveys for the purpose of collecting contact information,
population information, technology usage, opinions, and other feedback for multiple statewide projects.
These results sought not only to quantify public safety populations, but, in the case of the Minnesota State
and Implementation Grant Program (SLIGP 2.0), informed the direction of the project by identifying key
technologies of interest to the state’s stakeholders.
 For multiple statewide SLIGP projects, collected and processed historical computer-aided dispatch (CAD) data
to provide incident density maps used to identify potential network traffic.
 Developed ESRI-based (ArcGIS Online) coverage maps, graphs and dashboards visualizing data collected
through Televate’s proprietary coverage assessment application, Pinpoint.
 Researched, evaluated, and summarized public safety applications in support of a state’s implementation of
capabilities over the FirstNet broadband system.
 Reviewed and updated FCC applications and Communication Assets Survey & Mapping (CASM) information
for accuracy and consistency.
Education and Outreach
 Developed recruitment, education, and outreach materials for multiple SLIGP projects, including Alabama,
Minnesota, North Dakota, Ohio, and Wisconsin. Materials varied by project, and included requests for
participants, requests for information, project marketing communications, email announcements,
newsletters, and website content.
 Coordinated stakeholder outreach and education efforts designed to create awareness about FirstNet—a
federally-endorsed public safety broadband network—including the challenges and opportunities of system
adoption
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 Created multimedia material for including videos, webinars, newsletters, email blasts for program awareness
and end user engagement
 Developed, organized, and delivered training presentations to large and varied audiences. Integral to these
presentations was their accessibility to stakeholders with any level of preexisting knowledge on the topic.
Project Management and Customer Service
 Managed task schedules and deliverables.
 Reported project status and developed reports of accomplishments following project/task completion.
Products developed included documents for internal tracking, reporting to the customer, and those designed
to inform external project stakeholders.
 Managed vendors and vendor schedules.
 Managed customer service, help desk requests and issue resolution.
 For the Alabama SLIGP project, solicited and managed sponsorship payments and supported event planning
at the 2016 Southeast U.S. Public Safety Broadband Summit.

EDUCATION
2008

BS, Psychology, Double Major in Creative Writing, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh,
PA
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MICHAEL CURRI
Project Assignments
Economic Impact and Market Demand Analysis, Financial Modeling
Education
Master of Arts, Economics, University of Waterloo, 1997
Bachelor of Science, Economics, Dalhousie University, 1993
Professional History
Mr. Curri has over 20 years of experience with broadband, the digital economy, and digital
transformation working with governments at all levels (municipal, state, federal) and private
sector broadband providers. SNG, which he founded in 1999, is recognized as an industry
leader in assessing and driving economic and community benefits from investments in
broadband and digital infrastructure.
Mr. Curri’s approach is based on his experience that for broadband to be effective and transformational, it is essential
to personalize the value of broadband at an individual level within localities and ensure that businesses and households
have the tools they need to fully leverage technology. Mr. Curri leads a team of experienced specialists to help clients
create measurable economic impacts and jobs by using broadband and digital infrastructure as a platform for
innovation and community vitality.
Related Experience
Mr. Curri led the SNG team to work with communities, regions, and States – including eleven (11) state-wide
broadband market research to identify gaps, barriers, and opportunities. In addition, in working with localities and
States, SNG prepared strategic and community engagement plans to help them better market and leverage their
broadband for local economic development and improving local quality of life.
Working with Custer County, Colorado, Mr. Curri used findings from the April-May 2018 data collection and combined
them with Colorado Department of Labor data, to develop six typologies that represent the most significant
demographic groups within Custer County – currently and going forward. The six groups were characterized with
typology analyses on what broadband could and should mean to each of them to personalize the value of broadband
to their needs and wants – critical for network uptake and local growth.

*Presentation by M. Curri in Westcliffe, Colorado June 14, 2018 to Custer County Commissioners, Custer County
Economic Development Commission, and members of the public.
With a vision to revitalize communities and regions by enabling them to more effectively participate in an increasingly
digital economy, Mr. Curri has consulted and led on projects across North America, Europe, the Caribbean, and Asia.
He regularly presents at national broadband conferences across North America.
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Having worked with nine (9) State Broadband Authorities to assess and addressing broadband gaps, especially in rural
areas, Mr. Curri brings unique experience and expertise for the enhancement and development of broadband. As Lead
on the Economic and Financial Analysis, Michael will assess the broadband demand (current and future) across the
state.

[Remainder of this page intentionally blank]
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GARY DUNMORE
Project Assignments
Network Analysis, Data Collection and Analysis
Education
Bachelor of Applied Science, Electrical Engineering, University of British Columbia,
1978
Professional History
Mr. Dunmore is an engineer (electrical) and business analyst with over 20 years of
experience in the telecommunications industry and a proven track record in helping
service providers define new business opportunities for service deployment. He has
proven leadership skills in project planning, team management and project
management developing successful business cases for a wide variety of telecom and
internet operators across North America.
Since 1994, Mr. Dunmore has worked on telecommunications services and service deployment planning with telecom
service providers. To assist decision-making, he has helped clients identify new opportunities for growth, market and
revenue potential; develop the best solution for their network; and construct solid business cases and risk analysis for
investment decisions.
Related Experience
Mr. Dunmore has provided project management leadership as well as leading the research and analysis methodologies
on the majority of SNG projects over the past 15 years. Mr. Dunmore has also led the development of SNG’s innovative
service applications that put SNG’s research to work for clients. Prior to joining Strategic Networks Group, Mr.
Dunmore spent over 20 years with Nortel Networks in Ottawa and Toronto.
Mr. Dunmore led the data collection efforts and subsequent analysis for Highland Communications Services in
Highland, Illinois, assisting HCS in developing their services strategies. Mr. Dunmore led the data collection and analysis
for Custer County, Colorado, creating innovative approaches to estimate employment and economic impacts from
broadband.
Mr. Dunmore will serve as Research and Network Analysis Lead for developing and honing the methodology used in
gathering data, Market analysis, Customer and Competitive Profile, and development of the Operating and Business
Plan.
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DEB WATTS
Project Role
Community outreach and engagement and digital inclusion planning
Education
BS Molecular Biology from NC State University
MS Molecular Biology from Emory University
MBA and Ph.D (in progress) at the University of NC at Chapel Hill
Certifications: Cross Boundary Governance at the Kennedy School of Government at
Harvard University; Certified trainer for NC REAL Entrepreneurship; certified trainer for UPRI Center for Rural
Entrepreneurship
Professional History
Deborah T. Watts’ career focus is on using technology and research to spur economic and community development.
Watts spent 15 years as senior partner at Technology Development Group where she was instrumental in designing,
managing and evaluating technology-based economic development initiatives that spanned sectors, geographies and
technologies. Areas of expertise include business incubation, technology entrepreneurism, technology transfer/
adoption and program evaluation at local, state, national and international levels.
From 2001-2015, Ms. Watts served and Sr. Director for Research and Development for North Carolina’s state
broadband authority. In this role Watts was responsible for designing, funding, and evaluating national best practice
models for increasing broadband Internet access and utilization, including business and technology development
centers, transactional e-government utilization, grassroots connectivity strategic planning initiatives and strategic
broadband policy planning for North Carolina. Ms. Watts has been especially interested in exploring through research,
experimental pilot programs and comprehensive and inclusive planning efforts ways to best extend the benefits of
broadband to the community through technology adoption efforts targeting underserved and vulnerable populations
– rural, elderly, disabled, and economically disadvantaged.
Related Experience
Ms. Watts has extensive hands-on experience working with communities to assess current status of broadband
adoption and use; in identifying and quantifying the size and nature of challenges contributing to digital inequities; and
working closely with community partners to craft and implement digital inclusion efforts customized to the local
context. Ms. Watts is a skilled project evaluator, including a pivotal role in a multiple-year evaluation of broadband
technology projects funded by the Appalachian Regional Commission.
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Appendix A: Optional Services
The Televate Team is proposing the following optional services that individually and collectively deliver
additional insight and value into the assessment and economic benefit of enhanced broadband services
throughout Arlington County.



Mobile Broadband Service Analysis and Mapping Using Pinpoint

Mobile wireless service will increasingly become part of
the broadband service delivery model. As an option, the
Televate team will collect high-level cellular coverage
data using Televate’s crowd-sourced Pinpoint™
application. Pinpoint automatically collects coverage
data showing service reliability as well as network
performance indicators such as ping delay, upload
speed, and download speeds. Unlike popular crowdsourced solutions, Pinpoint shows where devices had no
service, spotty service, and through the automated
throughput testing, can help correlate received signal
levels to projected data speeds where testing was not
conducted. This data provides a far more realistic view
Figure 2: Sample Pinpoint Throughput Data
of cellular carrier coverage and performance than carrier
supplied coverage information (FCC 4G LTE Coverage). We routinely find substantial areas in suburban and
rural areas that the carriers claim are served with broadband data, that have no service. For more
information about Pinpoint, please see www.televate.com/pinpoint.
Televate’s engineering expertise will also be leveraged to extrapolate drive test data to forecast indoor
coverage – a critical element of distance learning with hotspot modems inside student homes. Televate will
conduct a high-level data collection effort in Arlington County of AT&T, Verizon Wireless, and T-Mobile
service. Major routes will be driven, and data throughput testing will be conducted. If the County wishes,
County personnel can load the Pinpoint application onto County devices to collect additional information
(an Android phone and service from each carrier is needed). Televate will focus on areas where cell coverage
is expected to be poor from publicly available information. Televate will analyze the data using our Pinpoint
platform and identify service gaps among the carriers. In addition, Televate will provide ESRI format map
data for the County to use for a variety of benefits, including the FCC Mobile Data Challenge process to
challenge the carrier maps. See Broadband Data Collection Resources for more information.
In the event that the County decides to retain the Pinpoint service offering, pricing would be provided at
that time.
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Appendix B: Televate-SNG Team Professional Rate Schedule
The following Professional Labor rate schedule details the Televate-SNG hourly rate schedule for various labor
categories. These rates form the basis of our proposal cost proposal and would be leveraged for additional work that
the County may request our team to support.

Professional Labor Category

Hourly Rate

Partner/Program Director/Principal/Senior Project
Manager
Subject Matter Expert

$212.00

Senior Consultant

$175.00

Senior Engineer

$159.00

Consultant/Design Engineer

$136.00

Geographic Information System Specialist

$125.00

Project Coordinator/System Analyst/Technical Writer

$100.00

Administrative Coordinator

$60.00
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